
Animal Meanings in Indigenous
Culture

Indigenous cultures are diverse, and the specific meanings

associated with different animals can vary among different

nations and regions.

It's always best to consult specific Indigenous communities

or cultural resources for a more comprehensive

understanding of an animal’s meaning within a particular

culture.

The animal interpretations below are not exhaustive,

however there are some common themes and

interpretations. It is essential to recognize and respect the

specific cultural contexts and traditions when exploring the

symbolism of the various animals in indigenous cultures.



BEAR

Strength and Power- admired for their physical abilities, including their
size, agility, and hunting skills. The bear's strength is sometimes associated
with warrior qualities and is respected as a formidable force in nature.

Protection and Guidance- considered a protective and guiding spirit in many
indigenous traditions. Bears are believed to possess wisdom and 
provide guidance to those who seek it. Some indigenous cultures believe that  
bears have  connection to the spirit world and can act as a mediators between
humans and the spiritual realm.

Healing and Medicine- their physical strength and ability to hibernate and
rejuvenate are seen as qualities that can be used for healing purposes. Bear-
related rituals, ceremonies, or bear-based medicinal remedies may be
employed for various ailments.



WOLF

Loyalty and Protection- seen as  spirit animals that offer guidance and
watch over communities, particularly in times of need. Wolves are often
associated with strength, loyalty, and a sense of family or pack unity.

Spirituality and Transformation- seen as a mediator between the
physical and spiritual realms. The wolf's ability to navigate through
different territories and its strong instincts symbolize the path of
self-discovery and transformation.

Wisdom and Intelligence- their ability to communicate within their pack
and navigate complex social dynamics is admired. Wolves are seen as
teachers who possess ancient knowledge and insight into the natural
world.

Community and Cooperation- known for their strong social bonds and
cooperative behavior within their pack. This aspect of their behavior is
often seen as a valuable lesson in community and cooperation. Indigenous
cultures may interpret the wolf's pack mentality as a reminder of the
importance of supporting and working together for the greater good.



EAGLE

Spiritual Connection- considered  sacred messengers between the earthly
realm and the spirit world. Eagles are believed to have a close connection
to the Creator or the Great Spirit, acting as intermediaries and carrying
prayers to the heavens.

Wisdom and Vision- eagles’ ability to soar high in the sky and have a
broad perspective is seen as a symbol of spiritual enlightenment and the
capacity to see beyond the ordinary. Their keen eyesight is also a metaphor
or clarity of vision and understanding.

Strength and Power- seen as powerful beings capable of overcoming
challenges and soaring to great heights. Eagles’ majestic presence and
commanding flight inspire courage, leadership, and inner strength.             

Guardianship and Protection- believed to offer spiritual protection,
watching over individuals, communities, and sacred places. In some
Indigenous cultures, eagle feathers are considered sacred and are used in
ceremonies for their spiritual and protective qualities.



ORCA

Guardianship and Protection- orcas are considered guardians of the sea.
They work together within the pack to raise, protect and watch over their
young and each other.

Family and Community- orcas are highly social animals that live in
tight-knit family groups called pods. This aspect of their behavior is often
seen as a reflection of strong family bonds and community ties. Orcas
symbolize the importance of cooperation, communication, and support
within a community.

Love and Devotion- orcas mate for life and act as a symbol of fidelity,
devotion, and love. They navigate over thousands of miles through difficult
waters just to find that right partner.

Spirituality and Connection to Ancestors- some Indigenous cultures
believe that orcas have a spiritual significance and are connected to
ancestral spirits. According to a legend when a person drowns, killer
whales will take the body to the deep ocean and transform it into one of
their own. This is why sometimes orcas are observed swimming close to
shore. They are believed to be transformed humans, yearning for their old
life.



SEAL

Strength and Resilience- seals are known for their ability to adapt to
both land and sea environments. Indigenous cultures often see this
adaptability as a symbol of strength, resilience and the importance of
being flexible in the face of changing circumstances.

Innocence- in Inuit culture, seals are symbols of innocence, and therefore
Inuit translations of the Bible use the Inuktitut word for "seal" in place of
"lamb."

Wealth and Plenty- seals are  important source of food, clothing, and
other items for many indigenous peoples. Thus, the seal symbolizes life
and abundance. Among Northwest Coast tribes images of seals
commonly adorn potlatch artifacts.

Connection to the Spiritual World- some Indigenous cultures believe
that seals possess spiritual powers and act as mediators between the
physical and spiritual realms. They are seen as messengers and guides,
capable of connecting individuals with their ancestors or spiritual beings.
Seals may be seen as spiritual helpers offering wisdom and guidance.



POLAR BEAR

Strength and Patience- apex predators in their environment polar
bears are respected for their hunting abilities and survival skills in the
harsh Arctic conditions. Indigenous cultures often associate polar bears
with patience, bravery and resilience.

Spiritual Guides- they may be considered to have a connection to the
spirit world and act as intermediaries between humans and the divine.
Indigenous peoples may also view polar bears as wise and almost
human because of their human-like walk.

Intelligence- some Inuit people believe that polar bears are as
intelligent as a humans if not even more. In some legends the polar
bears are depicted as humans in disguise where they were bears
outside of the igloo, and would shed their skin once inside.

Provider and Sustainer- inuit cultures traditionally relied on polar bears
for sustenance and materials for survival. Polar bears are seen as
providers, and their hunting and gathering practices are highly
respected.



TURTLE

Creation and the Earth- in many Indigenous creation stories, turtles are
associated with the creation of the Earth and North America is called
“Turtle Island”. Legend describes a flood where the turtle gives his shell
for the land to grow on until all can inhabit it.Turtles are viewed as the
embodiment of Mother Earth and are revered as symbols of fertility,
stability, and the interconnectedness of all life.

Timekeeper- many First Nations people believe that the 13 lunar cycles
are depicted on turtles’ shells. Each cycle or moon has a name that has
a cultural teaching which explains the cycle of life and nature.

 Protection and Defense- known for their hard protective shells, which
provide a shield against potential harm, turtles symbolize protection
and perseverance.

Connection to Water- to the Southwest Native American peoples, the
turtle represents precious water and is revered in that way. Turtles are
popular talisman figures especially in the southwest where water is
scarce. 
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